According to the all set theory, a fuzzy-random crack structural model is presented. To deal with the function, the following steps are taken. Firstly, when the structural geometry sizes are considered in the random numbers, the stress intensity factor (K1) equation of the mean value, variance and the interval of the random fracture function are transformed. Secondly, when the crack length is considered in a fuzzy variable, the K 1 interval equation of the fracture structure is presented. Finally, the fuzzy-random K 1 interval analysis to deal with the fracture structure is given, and the example shows application and effective in the fuzzy-random crack structures.
Introduction
There are a lot of uncertainties such as fuzziness and random in the design and manufacture in engineering. [1, 2, 5] In generally speaking, methods to deal with the fuzzy-random problems are first to transfer the fuzzy set to real number set, and then the problems are turned into random problems. In this case, fuzzy-random problems can be calculated by the randomness and reliability analysis algorithms, such as first order moment methods, the response surface method, Perturbational or Neumann Stochastic finite element method (SFEM), the Monte Carlo simulation et al [2, 3] . But how to determine the probability properties of a random variable is still in difficulty. Generally speaking, probability properties such as distribution functions and probabilistic density functions will take much time and money to do many experiments to get enough dates. So it is a very hard work in the random analysis today. When interval algorithm is considered to be used into the problems, those questions can be used most conveniently. For example, when the fixed size in the structural geometry dimension is a random parameter, if the parameter in form of a function is not available, then the parameter has to be treated as an interval number. All set theory introduced by Zhang Jiang in 2002 [1] , can be unify and summarize the current uncertain theory. In this paper, with the all set theory, a new method to solve the fuzzy-random problem in the fracture structure is presented.
All set theory
All set theory is defined in following [1, 5] :
. Which, S is an all set; A is a non-empty set, it included the discussion rage; B is a non-empty set too; F is a mapping the A onto the B, and it is a general membership function; J is a restraint set in all set theory.
In the all set theory, any element in A is connected with the F. That is to say, any element a in the set A, it can be expressed in a pair group.
.
With the all set theory, a viable in any sets can be expressed in the same form.
(1) A viable in the crisp set is defined,
Where, A=U is the crisp set, C(x) is a characteristic function.
(2) A fuzzy viable is defined,
Where, A is the fuzzy set; μ(x) is a membership function in the fuzzy set.
Where, A is the random set, P (α) is a probability function. For the convenience, a denote (α, F(α)) in equation (2) , therefore the variable in the crisp, fuzzy or random set can be expressed in equations (3)- (5) respectively. According to the stress intensity factor for centre cracked under mode-I loading [4] , let σ 0 is the stress, and a denote the crack length. Let the width in the structure is W. The stress intensity factor equation is,
With equations (3), (4) and (5), when the K 1 , a and W are the random or fuzzy variables, the equation (6) can be expressed as a fuzzy-random equation.
The mean value and variance in the random fracture structure equation
Consider a centre cracked problem in the finite wide plane structure, the wide, a random variable, is W in normal distribution and let it mean value be Wm and standard variance be Wσ . With the probability, the mean value of the stress intensity factor in the finite width cracked plane structure equation is,
The variance express of K 1 is 
In application the real number ξ can be chosen to satisfy the required of engineering.
The interval algorithm in the fuzzy fracture structure equation
If a, the crack length, is a fuzzy variable, with the λ-cutting in fuzzy set, a fuzzy variable is transferred into interval numbers [a L , a U ]. The subscript L indicates the point on the left in the interval and it is the smallest value in the range of a. In the same manner, the subscript U indicates the point on the right in the interval and it is the largest value in the range a.
Then the interval equation of the stress intension factor K 1 (a f ) in the fuzzy-random problem is transferred into random equation, that is (9) Because interval equations (10) and (11) are in different manners and standard to transfer random and fuzzy parameters, the results are also different. Therefore it is need to build a unit standard for transferring fuzzy and random parameters. In order to define the all set in an unified form to describe fuzzy and random set, an approximation set which has an interval set, is be made. First, assumed a fuzzy 
Fuzzy-Random Interval Equation in all set
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Conclusion
Generally speaking, the interval algorithm is used in the fuzzy set, moreover in this paper the interval algorithm is used in the random variables. As has been proved, the interval algorithm can be used in the fuzzy-random fractural structure analysis.
(1) Generally it is difficult to determine the distribution function in the random parameter, obviously the random interval is simpler to determine than the random distribution function.
(2) When there are two kind parameters in the structure, the interval result K 1 is much easy to be calculated in the practice.
Furthermore, abide by the all set theory, a set, which is fixed in the interval set, is presented. With the all set rule, the fuzzy-random problems in engineering can be treated in the unified standard form.
